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ABSTRACT

This study presents a model to compute the acoustic power
impacts caused by the violent collapse of vapor cavities in
a liquid. The recently developed model (Schenke et al, in
press) is implemented as a run-time post-processing tool in
the numerical simulation of cavitating flows. As it is based
on the energy balance governing the conversion of potential
cavity energy into radiated shock wave energy as described
by Tinguely et al (2012), it allows for quantitative predictions of cavitation implosion loads. The methodology is
applied to the periodic cavitating flow around a NACA0015
hydrofoil, where the effect of impact scatter on the accumulated energy distribution on the foil surface is discussed.

in such a way that the overall amount of radiated energy
is conserved. In the present study, the acoustic model is
applied to the cavitating flow around a NACA0015 hydrofoil, where the accumulated energy distribution on the foil
surface resulting from periodic cavity collapses is investigated. Next to the effect of the impact scatter on the surface
energy distribution, a special focus is on the so called driving pressure. This driving pressure plays an important role
in the potential energy balance and can be interpreted as a
time dependent and non-uniform ambient condition driving
the cavity collapses.
2 MODELING APPROACH
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The acoustic power model is implemented as a run-time
post-processing tool in a modified version of the flow
solver interPhaseChangeFoam, an application to simulate
cavitating flows and part of the open source CFD package
OpenFOAM (2019). The modified code employed in this
study solves the Euler equations of mass continuity and
momentum, where the neglect of viscous flow effects is
justified by the circumstance that the dynamics of sheet
cavitation are mainly inertia driven (Schmidt et al, 2014).
To model the cavitating flow, a slightly modified version
(Schenke and van Terwisga, 2019) of the mass transfer
transfer model by Merkle et al (1998) is used.

1 INTRODUCTION

As the hydrodynamic efficiency of marine propulsion systems and hydro-turbines has been increased throughout the
decades, the risk of erosive cavitation has increased correspondingly. This has increased the demand for computational tools that can predict the risk of cavitation erosion
in the early design and optimization process. The prediction of cavitation erosion risk using CFD, however, is a major challenge because local erosion damage is the result of
extreme pressure loads occurring during the final stage of
cavity collapses at extremely small scales in both space and
time. For this reason, the present research aims at the development of a computationally efficient model that allows
for a quantitative assessment of the erosive aggressiveness
of cavitating flows in engineering applications. The model
essentially builds on the cascade of energy described by
Tinguely et al (2012), suggesting that the initial potential
cavity energy as defined by Vogel and Lauterborn (1988) is
continuously converted into kinetic energy of the surrounding liquid as the cavity collapses (Obreschkow et al, 2006),
which then (mostly) converts into radiated shock wave energy at the final collapse stage. This energy cascade can
be described by means of a recently introduced transport
equation (Schenke et al, in press). Employing a fully continuous form (Schenke and van Terwisga, 2019) of the solid
angle projection approach by Leclercq et al (2017), the radiated acoustic energy is then projected on the solid surface

2.2 Acoustic Power Model

The acoustic model is essentially based on the potential energy hypothesis. The hypothesis states that the potential
cavity energy is given by Epot,0 = V0 (pd − pv ) (Vogel and
Lauterborn, 1988), where V0 is the initial cavity volume
and pd = pd (xP ) is interpreted as the ambient pressure
distribution driving the cavity collapse. This potential energy can ideally be fully converted into radiated acoustic
energy. With ėrad (t, xP ) denoting the instantaneous distribution of volume specific power radiated at the final cavity
collapse stage, the local surface specific impact power is
given by (Schenke and van Terwisga, 2019)
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As illustrated by Figure 1, the term G (xP , xS , n) in Equa-

tion (1) represents the projection of the volume specific
energy radiated at location xP on a surface point location xS with corresponding surface normal vector n. This
point projection represents a fully continuous form of the
solid angle projection approach by Leclercq et al (2017).
For further reference, we define the max and min opera+
tor applied to some scalar ϕ as {ϕ} ≡ max [ϕ, 0] and
−
{ϕ} ≡ min [ϕ, 0]. With this definition, the radiation
source term can be derived from the change of potential
cavity energy at negative volume change (∇ · u ≤ 0), given
by (Flageul et al, 2012)
ρ
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In Equation (2), ρl and ρv are the liquid and the vapor density, respectively, and ρ is the mixture density. The underbraced term in Equation (2) represents the negative material
derivative of the liquid fraction γ = (ρ − ρv ) / (ρl − ρv ).
In previous work (Schenke and van Terwisga, 2019), it has
been assumed that the potential cavity energy is continuously converted into radiated acoustic energy as the cavity
volume reduces, such that ėrad = − ėpot |∇·u≤0 . As illustrated by Figure 1, however, this assumption violates the
instantaneous energy balance of a cavity collapse because
the potential cavity energy first feeds into kinetic energy
of the surrounding liquid (Obreschkow et al, 2006). This
collapse induced kinetic energy is then (mostly) converted
into shock wave energy at the final collapse stage (Tinguely
et al, 2012). Based on these considerations, the transport
equation
h
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The transport term φ (E) in Equation (3) is modeled as
+
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Pu (∇E)

According to Equation (5), the reduction of E that is observed in the Eulerian reference frame due to the spatial
transport of collapse induced kinetic energy, is achieved
by the projection operator Pu (∇E), which represents the
normalized projection of ∇E on u. The small value δ in
the denominator of Pu (∇E) prevents from division by
zero. The overall energy flux resulting from the reduction
term must be absorbed by the term k ėpot |∇·u≤0 in Equation (5), such that the overall amount of transported energy
given by φ (E) is conserved. Assuming that k is variable in
time
but constant in space, it must be determined such that
R
φ
(E) dV = 0 at any time instant to meet the energy
vol
conservation requirement. As the absorption term is assumed to be proportional to ėpot |∇·u≤0 , the kinetic energy
is absorbed into the interface of the collapsing cavities as
illustrated by Figure 1 and thereby eventually focused into
the collapse center.

(3)

ėrad

has been derived (Schenke et al, in press) to account for
this cascade of energy. In Equation (3), E represents the
volume specific kinetic energy in the flow field that is induced by the collapsing vapor cavities. The potential energy reduction rate ėpot |∇·u≤0 acts as a source term in this
equation, which is motivated by the fact that some external energy source is needed to create the collapsing vapor
cavities in the first place. The term φ (E) represents the
spatial transport of the collapse induced kinetic energy into
the collapse center and the term ėrad the energy per time
δt that is radiated in form of acoustic energy. The blending factors (1 − β) and β split the kinetic energy flux and
the radiated energy into complementary fields such that the
overall energy flux is conserved. If β = 1 and E > 0, a
final collapse stage is identified. The local flow condition
that determines the value of β is assumed to be given by

1 if
p > p∞ and γ = 1
β=
(4)
0 else,
which means that acoustic energy can only be radiated from
locations where the liquid is fully condensed and where the
local pressure has exceeded the ambient pressure p∞ .

Figure 1: Illustration of the acoustic model: the potential

cavity energy is converted into kinetic energy in the surrounding liquid as the cavity collapses. This kinetic energy, denoted by E, is absorbed into the cavity interface
and thereby focused into the collapse center. At the final
collapse stage, the accumulated and focused kinetic energy
is converted into radiated acoustic energy, which is then
projected on the solid surface.
A major uncertainty involved in the acoustic power modeling approach is the driving pressure pd in Equation (2). Assuming that pd = p∞ can be a first approximation which,
however, cannot account for pressure recovery gradients
as typically present along lifting bodies. To this end, it
has been assumed in previous work (Schenke and van Terwisga, 2019) that pd (xP ) is given by the time averaged
pressure field under cavitating flow conditions for a hydrofoil exposed to a uniform inflow. In the present study, a
more instantaneous driving pressure field is computed by
averaging the pressure field over a moving time window of

size Tmov which can be adjusted to the periodicity of the
flow such that
Z t∗
1
∗
∗
p (t) dt,
pd (t ) = hpi (t ) =
Tmov t∗ −Tmov
where t∗ ≥ Tmov .

(6)

distribution of the accumulated surface specific energy eS ,
one finds that
eS (t∗ , xS ) =
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2.3 Implementation

The computational efficiency of the acoustic model is a
key factor when it comes to its applicability in engineering practice. Figure 2 illustrates that the computational efficiency of the model can be problematic indeed. It depicts a schematic of a computational domain with Ncells =
Nx × Ny × Nz . The solid bottom surface, where the acoustic model is evaluated as a run-time post-processing function, is discretized into Ns.faces = Nx × Ny surface faces.

Figure 2: The sketch depicts 4 parallel CPUs, each includ-

ing 27 grid cells, such that Ncells = 108. The solid boundary is shared by CPUs 2 and 3. Hence, Ns.faces = 18. In
this context, xP denotes the cell center location in the inner domain and xS the face center location on the boundary
with n being the corresponding surface normal vector. According to Equation (7), a volume integration (over xP ) is
needed to compute the impact at xS , which also involves
parallel CPU communication. As this has to be done for
each xS , the number of evaluations of Equation (7) is up to
Ncells × Ns.faces = 1944.
One would expect that the model evaluation time relative
to the flow simulation time remains constant for different
grid densities if the number of floating point operations
needed for the model evaluation is proportional with the
number of grid cells Ncells . In case that each grid cell acts
as a radiation source, however, the number of floating point
operations to evaluate Equation (1) is proportional with
2
(Nx × Ny ) × Nz = Ncells × Ns.faces . Hence, the model
evaluation time relative to the flow simulation time is proportional with the number of surface faces, which makes
the model increasingly expensive as the number of grid
cells increases. The communication between parallel CPUs
that is needed to project each acoustic source on each surface face, further increases the relative model evaluation
time per time step. If, however, one is not primarily interested in the temporal evolution of ėS , but rather in the
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because the projection term G (xP , xS , n) as specified in
Equation (1) is not time dependent. This means that the
volume integration needs to be carried out one time only
at the end of the simulation and that it can be applied as a
separate post-processing step. As a result, the model evaluation time becomes proportional with Ncells . Since ėS is
explicitly integrated in time, the time needed per time step
to evaluate the acoustic model becomes practically negligible.
Another practical problem concerns the computation of the
moving average of p as defined by Equation (6). The exact computation of the moving average requires to store
the corresponding time window of the p-signal in a buffer
[p (t − n∆t, xC ) , ..., p (t, xC )], where n∆t = Tmov . This
buffer must be updated at each time step. As this needs
to be done for every cell of the computational grid, the
amount of data to be stored in the buffer can easily exceed the random-access memory (RAM) limit if the number of time steps n in the buffer is large. For this reason,
the method by Welford (1962) is employed to approximate
the moving average for window size Tmov by
hpi|t ≈ hpi|t−∆t +


∆t
p|t − hpi|t−∆t .
Tmov

(8)

3 NUMERICAL SET-UP

The numerical set-up to simulate the cavitating flow around
the NACA0015 hydrofoil has been used in previous work
(Schenke and van Terwisga, 2019), where sensitivity studies on grid density and time step size have shown that a
physically converged solution for the cavity shedding frequency is obtained for the configuration used in the present
study. The main specifications of the set-up are given in
Table 1. Figure 3 depicts the computational domain, which
consists of a tunnel section including the hydrofoil and
a downstream diffuser section to prevent high amplitude
pressure fluctuations at the diffuser outlet, where a fixed
value pressure boundary condition is applied. The outlet
pressure that is required to match the required ambient tunnel pressure downstream from the hydrofoil is determined
from the mass conservation and the Bernoulli equation under wetted flow conditions. The foil and tunnel geometry
as well as the inflow speed, the tunnel pressure, the vapor
pressure and the liquid and vapor density are in line with
the numerical simulation by Li et al (2014).

Tunnel section and downstream diffuser

Detail of the tunnel section

4 RESULTS

The accumulated surface specific energy computed from
Equation (7) is evaluated on the hydrofoil surface. It is investigated how the sliding window size Tmov affects the distribution of the driving pressure pd given by Equation (6),
which again has an effect on the surface energy distribution
because the driving pressure difference pd −pv is needed to
compute the change of potential energy given by Equation
(2). For the longest sliding window, which comprises an
entire simulation length, the exact moving average as given
by Equation (6) can be computed by successively integrating the entire pressure signal at each grid cell and by dividing by the sample time at the end of the simulation. This
has been done in a separate simulation and the so obtained
driving pressure distribution is used as a steady state field in
Equation (2). For the smaller moving time windows, where
the computation of the exact average requires to store the
window data in a buffer that is updated at each time step,
the Welford (1962) approximation given by Equation (8) is
employed, which is evaluated on the run with the acoustic
simulation.
Table 2: Test case configurations

Figure 3: Computational domain (top) and grid refinement

levels around the hydrofoil (bottom) as used in previous
work (Schenke and van Terwisga, 2019)

Table 1: Specifications of the numerical set-up

Averaging method

Welford (1962)

Exact

Moving average
window sizes
Tmov /Tshedd

0.1

1.0

69

53.8
10.6
3.6

53.8

0.5

Geometry specifications
Profile: NACA0015
Angle of attack: α = 8◦
Tunnel length: lt = 0.57 m Cord: cfoil = 0.06 m
Tunnel width: wt = 0.04 m Foil span: s = 0.04 m
Tunnel height: ht = 0.08 m Cord center pos.: 0.5ht
Leading edge position: 6.5cfoil from diffuser

Sample time
Tsample /Tshedd

Shedding frequency

53.8

−1
Tshedd
= fshedd = 192 Hz

Grid and time step specifications
Number of refinement levels against base mesh: 4
Finest level: ∆x = ∆y = 0.5∆z = 0.3125 mm
Total number of cells: 919944
Simulation time step size: ∆t = 7.5 · 10− 7 s
Fluid properties
Liquid density: ρl = 998.85 kg/m3
Vapor density: ρv = 0.014 kg/m3
Vapor pressure: pv = 1854 Pa
Boundary conditions
Uniform inflow speed: ux = 17 m/s
Ambient tunnel pressure: p∞ = 302.995 kPa
Diffuser outlet pressure: pout = 451.759 kPa
Solid walls: free slip condition (u · n = 0)

In addition, the effect of the sample time on the surface energy distribution is investigated. The sample time Tsample
is referred to as the time over which the acoustic source
terms are integrated before they are projected on the solid
surface (see Equation (7)). Table 2 gives an overview over
the different configurations of moving average time windows and sample times that are investigated in the following. Both the moving average window size and the sample
time are expressed as a fraction of the characteristic shed−1
ding period Tshedd = fshedd
, where the characteristic cavity
shedding frequency for this test case has been found to be
fshedd = 192 Hz (Schenke and van Terwisga, 2019).
Figure 4 depicts the time averaged pressure at the observation point in Figure 3 for two different sliding window sizes
applied to the same pressure signal. The black solid line
represents the exact moving average and the red solid line
represents the corresponding approximation of the moving

Tmov = 0.1Tshedd

Tmov = Tshedd

Figure 4: Exact moving average, its Welford (1962) approximation and the total mean for a pressure signal sampled at the

observation point in Figure 3 for two different sliding windows

Tmov = 0.1Tshedd

Tmov = 0.5Tshedd

Tmov = Tshedd

Tmov = 69Tshedd

Figure 5: Instantaneous distribution of the time averaged pressure hpi, which is assumed to be a measure of the driving

pressure pd in Equation (2). The different distributions represent different sliding time windows, over which p is averaged.
The distribution for Tmov = 69Tshedd represents the exact time average of the pressure field, whereas the remaining three
distributions are obtained from the Welford (1962) approximation (see Equation (8)) of the moving average.

Figure 6: Distribution of surface energy accumu-

Figure 7: Same distribution of surface energy ac-

lated per sample time Tsample = 53.8Tshedd for the
different sliding windows Tmov in Table 2 to compute the driving pressure pd in Equation (2); flow
from right to left and hėS i = eS (Tsample ) /Tsample

cumulated per sample time as depicted in Figure
6, however with each distribution normalized by its
corresponding maximum value; flow from right to
left and hėS imax = max [hėS i (xS )]

average obtained from the method by Welford (1962) as
given by Equation (8). The mean value obtained from averaging over the entire signal length is depicted by the yellow circular markers for reference. As the sliding window
is reduced, the moving average approaches the input signal more accurately and eventually tends to reproduce its
high amplitude peaks caused by periodic cavity collapses,
where the exact moving average exhibits a somewhat more
sensitive response than the Welford (1962) approximation.
When the moving window size approaches the characteristic shedding period Tshedd of the cavitating flow, the oscillations of the moving average signal around the absolute
mean appear to be small relative the ambient pressure p∞ .
Consequently, the distribution of the driving pressure pd ,
which is assumed to be equal to the time averaged pressure
hpi, can be expected to be rather insensitive to the sliding window size Tmov if Tmov is in the order of the characteristic shedding period Tshedd or larger. This is further
supported by Figure 5, depicting the instantaneous distribution of the time averaged pressure hpi on the foil surface
and the tunnel side wall for four different sliding window
sizes (see Table 2) and the same instantaneous flow situation. The distributions appear to be very similar, except for
the smallest sliding window Tmov = 0.1Tshedd , where the
low pressure footprints caused by the presence of the cavities become more noticeable. The reason for this behavior
is that a large sliding window gives more time to filter out
the cavity footprint as it passes some observation point.
Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of surface specific
energy accumulated on the hydrofoil surface per sample
time, given by hėS i = eS (Tsample ) /Tsample . Again, the
four sliding windows given in Table 2 have been employed
to compute the driving pressure pd in Equation (2). While
Figure 6 depicts all four surface energy distributions for
the same data range, Figure 7 depicts the surface energy
distributions normalized by the maximum value of each of
the individual distributions. For the larger sliding windows
Tmov ≥ 0.5Tshedd , the surface energy distribution appears
to be rather insensitive to the sliding window size, which is
due to the insensitivity of the driving pressure distribution
in this sliding window range. For the small sliding window Tmov = 0.1Tshedd , however, a pronounced decrease of
the surface energy magnitude is observed from Figure 6.
Again, this is explained by the fact the local moving average of the pressure is increasingly affected by the low pressure footprint of the cavities as the sliding window size is
reduced. In the limit Tmov → 0, where the driving pressure
would be equal to the instantaneous pressure p, we would
have pd ≈ pv in the phase transition regime. From Equation (2) then follows ėpot |∇·u≤0 ≈ 0, such that the resulting
surface energy distribution would practically become zero.
Figure 7 reveals another effect of the sliding window size
on the surface energy distribution. In the case Tmov =
0.1Tshedd , the distribution peak values are observed from
approximately 0.4cfoil onward towards the trailing edge of
the foil, whereas for the larger sliding windows, the maximum values are observed close to the leading edge of the
foil. This relative shift occurs because the local moving av-

erage hpi is most effectively reduced by the presence of the
large volume sheet cavities developing at the leading edge
of the foil. A larger initial cavity volume means that it takes
more time for the cavity to entirely collapse or to be entirely
advected along some fixed observation point, such that this
observation point is subjected to the low cavity pressure
for a longer time. It can be concluded from these considerations that the driving pressure computed from a sliding
window significantly smaller than Tshedd may not give an
appropriate estimate of the ambient condition that the collapsing cavities experience throughout a shedding cycle. A
sliding window size in the order of the characteristic cavity
shedding period is therefore recommended.

Figure 8: The distribution of accumulated surface energy
per sample time is depicted for two different sample times.
Compared to the distribution in Figure 7 obtained for the
same sliding window size Tmov = Tshedd but a larger sample time (53.8 shedding cycles), the impacts towards the
trailing edge are more pronounced. This is the result of
the impacts close to the leading edge occurring frequently
at the same location, whereas the impacts further upstream
are more scattered. The flow is from right to left.

Based on the surface energy distributions depicted by Figures 6 and 7, one might be tempted to expect the largest
cavitation erosion risk close to the leading edge of the
foil. However, the accumulated surface energy distribution
might be misleading when the risk of cavitation erosion is

aimed to be assessed. This is demonstrated by Figure 8,
which again shows the normalized surface energy distribution for Tmov = Tshedd , however for two smaller sample
times. It is observed that the impacts towards the trailing
edge appear to be more pronounced as the sample time is
reduced. The reason for this shift is that the impacts towards the trailing edge are more scattered compared to the
impacts in a confined leading edge region, in which a certain part of the sheet cavity collapses at almost every cycle.
Figure 9 further illustrates the effect of the sample time on
the accumulated surface energy pattern for this particular
case. The shift of the impact energy concentration towards
the trailing edge with decreasing sampling time indicates
that the most aggressive events are expected downstream
from 0.4cfoil . Those extreme events can be identified by applying threshold levels below which individual events are
not taken into account for the accumulated impact pattern
(Leclercq et al, 2017; Li et al, 2014). Alternatively, statistical filters based on power/Hölder means (Schenke and van
Terwisga, 2019) or similar exponential parameters (Nohmi
et al, 2008) applied to the local impact signal can be employed.
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